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CHAPTER – XIV 
 

  BLOCK WORKING 
 

 
A. General provisions. 

 
14.01. Means of granting or obtaining Line Clear - The running of every train shall, in its 
progress from one block station to another, be regulated by means of any one of or a combination 
of the following - 
 (a) electrical block instruments of token or tokenless type,  
 (b) track circuits, 
 (c) axle counters, or 
 (d) electrical communication instruments. 
 
S.R.14.01/1. The following order of preference of the means of communications may be as under–  

(a) Block Instruments, Track Circuiting or Axle Counters 
(b) Telephones attached to Block Instruments 
(c) Station to station fixed telephones wherever available 
(d) Fixed telephone such as Railway auto phones & BSNL phones 
(e) Control telephone 
(f) VHF sets 

 
14.02. Provision of instruments - 
 
 (1) Electrical communication instruments shall be provided at every station, except at class 

‘D’ stations where they may be provided under special instructions. 
 (2)  (a) The electrical block instruments, where  provided, and electrical communication 

instruments at any station shall  be of  a  type approved by the Commissioner of  
Railway  Safety  and shall  not be brought into use in the first instance unless  they 
have been passed by him. 

  (b) The person in charge of the maintenance of electrical block instruments or electrical 
communication instruments shall not without the approval of the Commissioner of 
Railway Safety, permit the substitution, for the instruments and installation brought 
into use in the first instance, of any instruments or installation which do or does not 
satisfy the conditions prescribed in clause (a). 

 
14.03. Consent required before interfering with block working equipment - No railway servant 
shall interfere with the block working equipment, or their fittings for the purpose of effecting 
repairs, or for any other purpose, except with the previous consent of the Station Master. 
 
S.R.14.03/1. Whenever block instruments or their fittings are to be interfered with for testing, repairs or 
replacement, the competent S&T staff shall issue a Disconnection Memo on the prescribed form S&T 
(T/351) to Station Master clearly specifying the various signals which shall be affected during such 
repairs or replacement of block instruments. The Station Master shall not give his consent for this 
purpose unless the block section is clear of trains and the block instruments, where provided, have been 
brought to Line Closed position. 
  If a train is waiting at station to proceed, the block instruments or signals shall not be tested by 
S&T staff, unless it has been so authorised in writing by the Station Master, who, before giving such 
permission, shall inform the Loco Pilot of the waiting train in writing to treat signal/signals as defective. 
After the testing of the block instruments and signals has been completed and the Reconnection Memo 
received from S&T staff, the block instruments and signals shall be brought in use and normal working 
resumed. The Loco Pilot of the waiting train shall also then be advised to this effect. 
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  The Disconnection Memo should be prepared and offered by the Maintainer/Inspector who is 
authorised to maintain the equipment under his control. In case of emergency to prevent a possible 
Accident, a disconnection memo may be issued by any staff authorised to issue disconnection memos but 
the reconnection portion of the memo will be issued only by the proper staff authorised to maintain the 
equipment. 
  Some important situations where disconnection memo issued by S&T department and got 
accepted by operating department are given below -  

1. Repairs and replacement of facing points, locks and SLM Mechanism along with rod 
transmission and fittings including lock bar and connecting rod for points and locks.  

2. Repairs and replacement of detectors and their fittings both Mechanical and Electrical. 
3. Changing of signal, point motor, reversers including their controls, cables, etc. 
4. Alterations in the Station Masters slide, control frames, Station Master key locking box. 
5. Alterations in locking of lever frames of all types. 
6. Changing of signalling cables.  
7. Repairs to lever locks, circuit controllers, HKTs and other electromechanical apparatus.  
8. Addition and alterations to wiring of signalling circuits.  
9. Change of signal arms in semaphore signalling territories.  
10. Removal of any relay or control of any signal, point or any other signalling circuit. 
11. Alterations to Axle Counters. 
12. In case of route relay panel interlocked installations conducting of various safety checks by 

simulating condition. 
13. Replacement of any parts in the Block Instruments. 
14. Annual testing of signalling cables. 
15. Conducting of broken wire test.  

  
  The above list is not exhaustive but only a few of the examples have been tabulated. 
  
 
S.R.14.03/2. Precautions to be observed by staff during such above working – 

(a) Ensure that traffic staff is properly drilled in the work when S&T gears have been 
disconnected. 

(b) Permission of Section Controller to be always obtained before accepting disconnection 
memo.  

(c) Ensure that a telephone at the site is installed by S&T staff and connected with SM/ASMs 
and walkie-talkie should also provided. 

(d) Date, time, probable duration, Signals & points which shall be affected, is clearly indicated 
on the disconnection memo. 

(e) Cabin ASM/Cabinmaster/Cabinman on either side are advised under exchange of private 
number. All concerned are also advised for issue of Caution Order. 

(f) Necessary entries are made in the Disconnection Register. 
(g) Before permitting any movement the Station Master must advise in writing to S&T staff or 

the incharge of the work and ensure that the points are set, clamped & pad locked for the 
correct route.  

(h) Resume normal working only after reconnection memo is received. 
(i) Entries in the register must be made for all disconnection memo offered by S&T staff, 

including those, which are rejected, giving reasons for the rejection of the disconnection 
memo in each case.  

 
 
S.R.14.03/3. Opening of Cabin Basement/ Relay Rooms by S&T Staff - Whenever any Cabin 
Basements/ Relay Room is required to be opened for maintenance/ attending failures etc., the following 
procedure shall be observed: - 
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 (1) At stations where S&T maintenance staff are posted round the clock in the relay rooms, 
attached to the cabins/stations, the relay rooms/cabin basements may be provided with a lock 
whose key shall be kept by the authorised S&T staff on  duty. Double locking of such Relay 
Rooms is not considered necessary. 

  (2) At station where Cabin Basement/ Relay Room is not manned by the S&T staff round the clock, 
the cabin basement/relay room shall be kept locked with a double lock, i.e. one padlock of 
Station Master and other of an authorised S&T staff. Such keys of the SMs padlocks must be 
kept with SM on duty and shall be given to the authorised S&T Staff when required.  

  The transaction of handing over the key shall be recorded in the Cabin Basement/ Relay Room 
register and the entries should be signed both by the S&T staff and Station Master on duty. Key 
of each location should be kept single with proper label for identification. All keys should not 
be kept in a bunch. 

(3) Before parting with the keys of Cabin Basement, the Station Master on duty will inform the 
concerned cabin under exchange of private numbers. The entries in this regard should be made 
in the TSR Register and Cabin Log Book. 

(4) On return of the Station Master’s padlock key by S&T staff, Station Master on duty should 
ensure personally or through the concerned cabin that the cabin basements relay rooms are 
properly locked. For the Cabin Basements the Station Master shall get it ensured through the 
respective Cabinman/Cabinmaster under exchange of Private numbers. 

(5) During the period when the key of the Cabin Basement/Relay Rooms is with the S&T staff, the 
cabin staff concerned should pre-warn the S&T officials regarding the movement of trains. 

(6) S&T staff while carrying out maintenance work/ inspection etc. in the Cabin Basement/ Relay 
Room will be personally responsible to ensure that no unsafe practices are adopted. 

(7) When the key of Cabin Basement/Relay Room is handed over to S&T staff at the time of any 
failure of Signal/S&T gear the Station Master should remain extra vigilant and in case of the 
failure of any S&T gear, the rules prescribed for reception/despatch of trains at the time of 
failure of signal / points should be strictly followed.  

(8) At the time of inspection the inspecting officials should check that these instructions are rigidly 
followed by the field staff. 

 
 

B. Block stations at which Electrical Block Instruments, Track Circuits or Axle Counters are 
provided. 

 
 
14.04. Certificate of competency - 
 (1)  No person shall operate the electrical block instruments until he has passed a test in the 

operation of block instruments and unless he holds a certificate of competency granted by 
a railway servant appointed in this behalf by the Railway Administration. 

 (2)  The certificate of competency referred to in sub-rule (1) shall only be valid for a period of 
three years or such longer period as may be laid down by special instruments. 

 
 
S.R.14.04/1. Issue of Certificate of Competency – The principal of Zonal Railway Training Institute in 
case of group ‘C’ staff and Instructor Incharge of Divisional Traffic Training School in case of group 
‘D’ staff, are authorised to examine, issue and renew the certificate of competency valid for a period of 
three years only.  
 
 
14.05. Bell code - For the signalling of trains, the prescribed code of bell signals as detailed 
below, shall be used, and a copy thereof shall be exhibited in each block station near the place of 
operation of the block working equipment – 
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Sr. 
No. 

Indication  Code  How  
Signalled 

How  
Acknowledged 

1 Call attention, or attend 
telephone  

0 One stroke 
or beat 

One stroke or 
beat 

2 Is line clear, or line clear 
enquiry 

00 Two Two 

3 Train entering block section 000 Three Three 
4 (a) Train out of block section 

(b) Obstruction removed 
0000 
 

Four Four 

5 (a) Cancel last signal 
(b) Signal given in error 

00000 Five Five 

6 (a) Obstruction danger signal   
      (general) 
 
(b) Stop and examine train 
 
 
(c) Train passed without tail 
      lamp or tail board  
 
(d) Train divided 
 
 
(e) Vehicles running away in 
      wrong direction   on double 
      line or into the block section  
      on single line 
 
(f)  Vehicles running away in  
      right direction on double  
      line   

000000 
 
 
000000__0 
 
 
000000__00 
 
 
000000__000 
 
 
000000__0000 
 
 
 
 
000000__00000 
 

Six 
 
 
Six pause 
One 
 
Six pause 
Two 
 
Six pause   
Three 
 
Six pause   
Four 
 
 
 
Six pause   
Five 

Six 
 
 
Six pause One 
 
 
Six pause Two 
 
 
Six pause   
Three 
 
Six pause   
Four 
 
 
 
Six pause   
Five 

7 Testing 00000000 
00000000 

Sixteen Sixteen 

 
Note -   
 (1) ‘0’ indicates a stroke or a beat and ‘—’ indicates a pause. 
 (2) Each signal shall be given slowly and distinctly. 
 (3) Exchange of bell codes under reference numbers 3 & 4 are not required in a section 

provided with block proving axle counter or track circuit having complete track circuiting 
of station yard excluding non-running lines on either end”.    

 

14.06. Acknowledgement of signals  - 

 (1) Each signal received shall be acknowledged by sending its authorised acknowledgement. 

 (2) No signal shall be acknowledged until it is clearly understood. 

 (3) A signal shall not be deemed to be complete until it is acknowledged, 

 (4) If the station to which a signal is sent does not reply, the signal shall be repeated at 
intervals of not less than 20 seconds until reply is received. 
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14.07. Train Signal Register - 
 
 (1) A Train Signal Register shall be kept by the Station Master or under his orders. 
 (2) All signals received or sent on the electrical block instrument and the timings of receipt 

and despatch shall be entered therein, immediately after acknowledgement, by the person 
operating the block instrument. 

 (3) The timings entered in the register shall be the actual timings, except that any fraction of 
a minute shall be counted as one. 

 (4) All entries in the register shall be made in ink. 
 (5) No erasure shall be made in the register, but if any entry is found to be incorrect, a line 

shall be drawn through it, so that it may be read at any time and the correct entry shall be 
made above it. 

 (6) The person who keeps the register for the time being shall be responsible for all entries 
made therein and for correctly filling in each column thereof. 

14.08. Authority to proceed - The Loco Pilot shall not take his train from a block station unless 
he has been given an authority to proceed - 
 (a) on double line, by the taking ‘Off’ of the  last  Stop signal, and  
 (b) on the single line, either - 
  (i) by  a  token  for the block  section,  taken  from  an electrical block instrument, or 
  (ii) by  a  Line Clear Ticket duly signed  by  the  Station Master, or  
  (iii) by any document prescribed in this behalf by  special instructions, or 
  (iv) by the taking ‘Off’ of the last Stop signal in lieu  of tangible  authority as mentioned in 

sub-clauses (i) to  (iii)  on sections provided with electrical block instruments of  
tokenless type or track circuits or axle counters. 

 
S.R.14.08/1. Should the last Stop signal fail to function, the Station Master after obtaining ‘Line Clear’ 
from the station ahead shall give the Loco Pilot an authority to pass the last Stop signal at ‘ON’ on form 
T/369(3b), on which an endorsement should be made that  ‘Line Clear’ has been received from the 
station in advance, quoting the Private number received in the space provided for the purpose. 
 
14.09.    Loco Pilot to examine authority to proceed - 
 
 (1) The Loco Pilot shall ensure that the authority to proceed given to him is the proper 

authority under the system of working and refers to the block section he is about to enter, 
and if the said authority is in writing that it is complete and duly signed in full and in ink. 

 (2) If the conditions mentioned in sub - rule (1) are not complied with, the Loco Pilot shall not 
take his train past or start from the station until the mistake or the omission is rectified. 

 
14.10. Conditions for closing the block section  - 
 
 (1) When the block section has been cleared by the arrival of the train or by the removal of 

the cause of blocking, the Block Section shall be closed by the Block Station in advance by 
giving the prescribed bell code signal. 

 (2) Before such signal is given, the Station Master shall satisfy himself as per the prescribed 
special instructions. 

(3) The provision of clause (b) of sub-rule  (2) may be relaxed at class  ‘A’ single line crossing 
stations.  In such cases, the Station Master shall satisfy himself that the train is standing at 
its Starter clear of the line on which the second train is to run. 

(4) Where in a section, a block proving axle counter or continuous track circuiting between 
block stations and complete track circuiting of station section excluding non-running lines 
of the receiving station is installed and is functioning and there is clear indication of 
clearance of block section as well as complete arrival of the train as per indication given, it 
would be taken as assurance for complete arrival of the train to the Station Master. 
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14.11. Responsibility of Station Master as to authority to proceed - 
 
 (1) An authority to proceed shall not be given to the Loco Pilot until the procedure prescribed 

for the purpose, so far as it is applicable in the particular case, has been followed. 
 (2) An authority to proceed shall not be given to the Loco Pilot except by the Station Master 

or by some railway servant appointed in this behalf by special instruments. 
 (3) The Station Master shall see that the authority to proceed given to a Loco Pilot is accurate 

and that, when it is in writing, it is complete and is signed in full and in ink. 
 (4) If the train stops at the station and is waiting to cross another train, the authority to 

proceed shall not be given to the Loco Pilot until the whole of the latter train has arrived 
and is clear of the running line for the former train. 

 (5) If two engines are coupled together or if one engine is in front and another in rear of the 
train, the authority to proceed shall be given to the Loco Pilot of the leading engine. 

 
S.R.14.11/1. Token, not applicable to the Section or over carried  - 
 (a) If a Loco Pilot who has entered the block section with correct token or Line Clear Ticket or 

authority to proceed without Line Clear loses the same on the run, he shall proceed to the next 
station and report the matter to the Station Master.  

 (b) Should a Loco Pilot enter a block section without a token not applicable for that section, he 
shall at once bring the train to a stop and advise the Guard and take immediate steps to protect 
the train in front. The Assistant Loco Pilot shall be deputed to take the token with a note 
explaining the circumstances to the nearest station. If the token is sent to the station 
immediately in the rear, the Station Master shall deliver to the Assistant Loco Pilot a correct 
token for the train to proceed to the next station. Should the token be sent to the station ahead, 
the Station Master shall immediately inform the station at the other end of the block section of 
the circumstance and hand over to the Assistant Loco Pilot an ‘Authority to proceed without 
Line Clear’   to enable the train to come to his station. On arrival of the train, the Station 
Master shall inform the station at the other end of the Block Section by a message, supported by 
a private number, of the complete arrival of the train at his station. Before starting forward with 
the correct token or ‘Authority to proceed, without Line Clear, the Loco Pilot and the Guard 
should remove the detonators placed on the line for protecting the train. 

 (c) If the Loco Pilot over carries a token beyond the section to which it applies and is in possession 
of the correct token for the section, he should proceed with his train to the station ahead and 
hand over the wrong token to the Station Master and obtain a receipt for it. The Station Master 
shall return the token to the station concerned with the Guard of the first train in that direction 
and obtain a receipt from him. 

 
S.R.14.11/2. Surrender of Token by Loco Pilot - On arrival of the train at the Block Station in advance, 
the Loco Pilot of a stopping train shall throw out the token with the pouch on the platform cautiously 
near the station office. If the train runs through the station without stopping, the token with the pouch 
must be dropped by the Loco Pilot into the net provided for the purpose. 
 
S.R.14.11/3. The authority to proceed may be given to the Loco Pilot by the on duty railway servant 
deputed by the Station Master on duty.   
 
 
14.12.    Special responsibility as to electrical token instruments and to the token  - 
 
 (1) The Station Master shall be responsible to ensure that - 
  (a) no  one  but himself  operates  the  electrical  block instruments, 
  (b) the procedure regarding bell signals and in addition any Communication made by 

electrical communication instruments including the use of a private number, as laid 
down under special instructions, is correctly carried out, 
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  (c) in the case of stopping trains, the incoming token  is surrendered  by the Loco Pilot 
before an outgoing token is  delivered to him, 

  (d)  when he receives the token of an incoming train, it  is put in the electrical block 
instrument immediately, and 

  (e) no  one  except  the  person  authorised  by   special instructions opens the electrical 
block instruments. 

 (2) (a)  A token shall not be taken out of  an  electrical block  instrument earlier than 
necessary and when taken out,  its number  shall  be recorded in the Train Signal 
Register,  and  it shall be kept in the personal custody of the Station Master  till issued 
to a Loco Pilot or returned to the instrument. 

  (b) On arrival of the train at the block station in advance, the Loco Pilot shall give up the 
token in accordance with special instruments, and this token shall then be placed in 
the electrical block instrument at that station. 

  (c) If the train has to return to the block station from which it started, the token shall, on 
such return, be replaced in the electrical block instrument from which it was 
extracted. 

 
14.13. Failure of electrical block instruments or track circuits or axle counters - 
 (1) If the electrical block instruments, track circuits or axle counters or their electric 

connections fail. Line Clear shall be obtained through the electrical communication 
instruments. 

 (2) When Line Clear has been so obtained, an entry to that effect shall be made in the Train 
Signal Register, and the train may be allowed to proceed on the issue of a written 
authority to proceed, which shall also bear a remark to that effect. 

 
S.R.14.13/1. Instructions for working of trains during failure of Block Instruments and abnormal 
conditions are given in Block Working Manual. 
 

14.14. Closing of Intermediate Block Post – If the electrical Block Instruments provided at the 
stations on either side of an Intermediate Block Post or the track circuiting provided beyond the 
Last Stop signal, or the axle counters provided at either end of block section fail, the Intermediate 
Block Stop signal shall be treated as defective and the Intermediate Block Post shall be deemed to 
be closed and the section between the stations on either side of the Intermediate Block Post shall be 
treated as one block section. 
 

C. Block Stations at which Electrical Block Instruments are not provided. 
  
14.15. Transmission of signals - For the working of trains at such   stations where electrical block 
instruments are not provided, signals as prescribed under special instructions shall be transmitted, 
as occasion may require, on the electrical communication instruments. 
 
14.16. Train Signal Register - The Train Signal Register referred to in Rule 14.07 shall also be 
maintained at block stations where block instruments are not provided. 
 
14.17. Forms for messages and written authority to proceed  -  
 (1) All messages despatched in connection with the working of trains, and all written 

authorities to proceed, shall be written on forms specially provided for the purpose by the 
Railway Administration. 

 (2)   Such forms shall be bound up in books and kept at each Block Station by the Station 
Master, or by some railway servant appointed in this behalf by special instructions. 

 
14.18. Distinction of messages - 
 (1) Every messages despatched in connection with the working of a train shall distinctly 

describe the train to which it relates. 
 (2) For every train a separate inquiry and reply shall be sent.  
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14.19. Writing and signing of messages and written authorities to proceed - 
 (1) All messages despatched in connection with the working of trains, and all written 

authorities to proceed, shall be written up in ink and signed by the person authorised to 
despatch or issue the same. 

 (2)  No messages or written authority to proceed shall be written out, either in full or in part, 
or signed, until necessary. 

 
14.20. Completion of messages - No part of any message shall be despatched or acted upon until 
the whole message has been written out except with a view to the prevention of an accident, or in 
some other case of emergency. 
 
14.21. Preservation of messages and written authorities to proceed  - Messages and written 
authorities to proceed shall be destroyed at such   time after issue as may be prescribed by special 
instructions: 
Provided that no message or written authority to proceed shall be destroyed before one month 
after issue. 
  
14.22. Cancellation of Line Clear - On a single line when a Line Clear has been cancelled, no 
train shall be allowed to leave in the opposite direction until a message has been received 
acknowledging such cancellation and stating that the train for which the Line Clear has been given 
is and shall be detained. 
 
14.23. Loco Pilot to have authority to proceed - The Loco Pilot shall not take his train from a 
station unless he has in his possession, as his authority to proceed, a Line Clear Ticket duly signed 
by the Station Master. 
 
14.24. Authority to proceed: when to be given to Loco Pilot -  An authority to proceed shall not 
be given to the Loco Pilot until the procedure prescribed for the purpose, so far as it is applicable 
in the particular case, has been followed. 
 
 

D. Line Clear Tickets. 
 
14.25. Line Clear Tickets - 
 (1) When owing to failure or non-provision of electrical block instruments the authority to 

proceed is a Line Clear Ticket, it shall be in prescribed format. 
 
 (2) Each such ticket shall bear a serial number which shall be recorded in the Train Signal 

Register, the numbers for the Down direction being clearly distinguished from those for 
the UP direction. 

 
 (3) The ticket referred to in sub-rules (I) and  (2) shall be printed on white paper with blue 

font to distinguish paper line clear ticket for UP & Down direction, water mark arrow 
pointing UP & Down will be printed on the ticket. 

 
 

E. Use and Operation of Block Working Equipment. 
 

14.26. Use and operation of block working equipment - The use and operation of electrical Block 
Instruments shall be governed by special instructions to be issued with the prior approval of the 
Railway Board. 





